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Introduction
The fifteen rewritten tales found in Participation Stories are a  delightful combination of 

traditional tales, folk tales, original tales, tales from other countries, and tales in rhyme. The stories 
and activity ideas will improve language skills, listening skills, and stimulate a love of words and 
reading in young children.

The following stories can be told, and retold, using all of the following techniques:

1.  Traditional Storytelling (Auditory)
The first storytelling technique is for the teacher to become a traditional storyteller. Using this 

method, the teacher would simply tell the tale without the use of any text and the children would 
become an audience of eager listeners. Traditional storytellers must understand the content 
of their stories and be incredibly comfortable telling the tale. The teacher will need to spend a 
good deal of time practicing it before presenting the story to a group of children. 

Once the teacher feels secure with the story content, gather the children together and bring 
the story to life by simply using your own words, facial expressions, gestures, and by utilizing a 
variety of voice inflections. Your audience will not only be captivated, but they will also be busy 
creating mental images as they listen to the words of the story.

Research has shown that this is a powerful tool for increasing language skills, listening skills, 
and for motivating young children to want to learn how to read and write.

2.  Participation (or Action) Stories (Auditory and Kinesthetic)
The second technique for telling these stories is to turn them into participation or action stories. 

There are two different ways in which the children can participate — with physical movements, 
such as pantomiming the action words, or by oral participation as the children recite choral 
chants or repetitive phrases. 

Physical Movements/Pantomime: Young children love being able to listen and move all at 
the same time. Each story has a variety of action words or phrases that are printed in bold-
italized type. As the teacher reads the story, she should emphasize these words by slowing down 
each time she comes to a bold-italized word or phrase. This will signal the children to listen more 
carefully and to pantomime the actions. For example, “The bear was sleeping in his cave.” The 
children would then pantomime that they are sleeping.

Some of the bold-italized words or phrases encourage the children to make various facial 
expressions, such as, “Then the little mouse looked at the duck.” The children might squint or hold 
a hand over their eyes and pretend to be looking. This storytelling technique is an effective tool 
for building receptive language skills and for increasing vocabulary.

Oral Participation: In several of the stories there are bold-italized phrases that allow the 
children to orally participate. The children will learn a repetitive phrase or rhyme and will repeat it 
as a group each time a specific story clue for that phrase is read by the teacher.  For example, in 
the tale, Why the Bear Is Stumpty-Tailed, each time the teacher pauses and points, the children 
recite together, “The longest and bushiest and most beautiful tail in the forest.” These are fun 
extra touches that can help the children learn basic concepts, increase language, and develop 
early literacy skills.
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3.  Prop Stories (Visual)
The third technique for telling these stories is to turn them into visual presentations. For hundreds 

of years storytellers have used visual techniques to enhance their tales. Hans Christian Andersen 
would create cut-out silhouettes of his story characters and use them like puppets. In China, the 
storyteller would bring visual movement to the stories by using hand shadows to create animated 
characters. In Japan, they made Kamishibai cards which are small paintings used to represent 
scenes from the story. Today, the storyteller is the classroom teacher who brings language and 
literature to life through words, print, and visual images, such as using story puppets or creating 
flannel board or magnetic board presentations.

All of the tales included in Participation Stories come with reproducible patterns that can be 
turned into puppets (stick puppets or simple string puppets), as well as props for the flannel board 
or magnetic board. Use the following directions to turn the patterns from this book into a variety 
of visual storytelling aids.

Stick Puppets: Copy, color, cut out the patterns, and laminate them for durability. Attach 
each pattern to a craft stick or tongue depressor using double-sided tape. To create larger stick 
puppets, simply enlarge the patterns on a photocopy machine and finish as directed above. 
Attach these laminated patterns to paint stir sticks, 12-inch rulers, or wooden spoons.

String Puppets: Copy, color, cut out the patterns, and laminate them for 
durability. Fold a 3” x 5” index card in half lengthwise. Place a 24” piece of 
yarn or string along the fold and tape the card closed. Tape the two ends 
of the string to the back top of the pattern. The card is now a handle that 
the children can use to manipulate the string puppet. These string puppets 
have nice movement and are easy for small hands to manipulate.

Flannel Board or Magnetic Board Patterns: Copy, color, cut out the patterns, and laminate 
them for durability. For use on a flannel board, glue sandpaper or felt to the back of each pattern 
piece, or use self-stick Velcro®. For use on a magnetic board, attach a small piece of self-stick 
magnetic tape (found at most craft or hardware stores) on the back of each pattern.

Story Folders: Store the contents for each story in a pocket 
folder, or create your own pocket folder by stapling a 5.5” x 8.5” 
piece of card stock to the inside of a file folder. Pattern pieces 
can also be stored in a self-sealing plastic bag that is taped to 
the inside of the file folder. Attach the story to the left side of the 
folder and store the characters and/or scenery patterns in the 
pocket or bag on the right side of the folder (see illustration).

Make Your Own Flannel Board: Foam board can be purchased at 
most craft or school supply stores. Cover the foam board with black 
felt by using glue (only around the edges) or wide double-sided tape. 
These flannel boards are lightweight for the children to use and are 
inexpensive to create. As an alternative for black felt, create a flannel 
board scene by using light blue felt for the sky, green felt for the grass, 
white felt for the clouds, and a yellow felt circle for the sun. 
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The Teeny Tiny Woman
– a traditional tale

This Story:
This is a fun story that is just 

a “teeny tiny” bit scary, which 
makes it particularly fun to use 
during the month of October. 
This story can be enjoyed 
anytime.

Basic Concepts:
1. Big and Little Concepts: 

Discuss the concepts of big 
and little. Explain that the words 
“teeny tiny” describe things 
that are very little. Provide the 
children with opportunities to 
explore objects that are big and 
small. 

2. Open and Closed and In 
and Out Concepts: Copy the 
door pattern found on page 
56 and use it for the Teeny Tiny 
Woman’s cupboard in this story. 
Color it, cut it out, and then 
fold along the dotted line. Glue 
the door edge onto a piece of 
white paper so the door can be 
opened and closed. Draw and 
cut out a small bone. Use the 
cupboard door and the bone 
during the story. Also use these 
pieces to demonstrate the 
concepts of open and closed 
(open and close the door), and 
in and out (put the bone in the 
cupboard and take it out of the 
cupboard).

3. Vocabulary: Read the 
story in advance to identify 
the vocabulary that may be 
unfamiliar to your students, 

The Teeny Tiny Woman

Once upon a time there was a teeny tiny woman (fig. 

1), who lived in a teeny tiny house (fig. 2), in a teeny tiny 

town. One day, the teeny tiny woman opened her teeny 

tiny door and walked down her teeny tiny sidewalk (fig. 5). 

She pushed open the teeny tiny gate (fig. 4) and began 

her teeny tiny walk to the teeny tiny town.

Once she reached the teeny tiny town, she stopped 

and looked around for the teeny tiny market. She found 

the teeny tiny market and quickly walked inside. Inside 

the teeny tiny market she saw a teeny tiny bone (fig. 6). 

She picked up the teeny tiny bone and carried it over to 

the teeny tiny cashier. The teeny tiny woman put her teeny 

tiny hand in her teeny tiny pocket, pulled out her teeny tiny 

money and paid for the teeny tiny bone. She put the teeny 

tiny bone in a teeny tiny bag and walked out of the teeny 

tiny market. The teeny tiny woman skipped all the way 

back to her teeny tiny house.

The teeny tiny woman wanted to make a tasty teeny 

tiny soup with the teeny tiny bone. But she was a teeny 

tiny bit tired. She yawned a teeny tiny yawn and decided 

she needed a teeny tiny nap. So, the teeny tiny woman 

opened the teeny tiny door of her teeny tiny cupboard, 

(See page 56.) put the teeny tiny bone on the teeny tiny 

shelf, and then closed the teeny tiny cupboard door. 
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Then the teeny tiny woman walked up her teeny tiny 

stairs and climbed into her teeny tiny bed (fig. 3). She laid 

down and put her teeny tiny head on her teeny tiny pillow, 

closed her teeny tiny eyes, and fell asleep.

The teeny tiny woman had only been asleep for a teeny 

tiny time, when suddenly she jumped up! She heard a big 

voice coming from the teeny tiny cupboard saying, “Give 

me my bone!” This made the teeny tiny woman a teeny tiny 

bit scared. She shivered teeny tiny shivers, picked up her 

teeny tiny blanket, and covered her teeny tiny head.

The teeny tiny woman fell back asleep but only for a 

teeny tiny time. Again, she heard the big voice coming from 

her teeny tiny cupboard saying, “Give me my bone!” The 

teeny tiny woman sat up in bed, put her teeny tiny hands 

over her teeny tiny ears, laid back down, and tried to get a 

teeny tiny bit more sleep. 

The teeny tiny woman was still a teeny tiny bit scared. 

She trembled teeny tiny trembles and shivered teeny tiny 

shivers and shook teeny tiny shakes. Once again, the teeny 

tiny woman heard the big voice coming from her teeny tiny 

cupboard saying, “Give me my bone!” 

But this time the teeny tiny woman became a teeny tiny 

bit brave. She jumped out of bed, walked on teeny tiny tip-

toes, over to her teeny tiny bedroom door, and then yelled 

in her loudest teeny tiny voice, “Take it!”

  The End

such as: shivered, trembled, 
and shook. Have the children 
practice pantomiming these 
actions before you read the 
story.

4. Predicting: The story never 
answers the question of  “who 
or what” was saying, “Give me 
my bone!” Make a list of “who” 
the children think was talking.  
Also discuss if the bone ever was 
taken.

Pantomime/Act-it-Out
Story Directions:

1.  Pantomime: Read the 
bold-italized action words 
slowly. This will help the children 
to listen and know when and 
what to pantomime. 

Read the story twice. First, 
let the girls pantomime the 
actions of the teeny tiny woman. 
Then read the story again and 
replace the words “woman, she, 
and her” with “man, he and his.” 
The boys will enjoy pantomiming 
the story as The Teeny Tiny Man.

2. Say “Teeny Tiny”: Another 
fun way to present the story is to 
teach the children the phrase, 
“teeny tiny.” Explain that each 
time you point or raise your hand 
the children should say “teeny 
tiny.” 

Flannel Board/Puppet
Story Directions:

1. Visual Presentation: 
Follow the directions on page 5 
to turn The Teeny Tiny Woman 
patterns (pages 8–9) into flannel 
board pieces or stick and string 
puppets.

2.  Retell: Let the children 
manipulate the flannel board 
pieces or the puppets as you 
read the story. The children will 
also enjoy taking turns retelling 
the story all by themselves.

(The Teeny Tiny Woman)
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The Teeny Tiny Woman Patterns

teeny tiny 
woman’s house

teeny tiny 
woman

(fig. 2)

(fig. 1)(fig. 1)(fig. 1)
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The Teeny Tiny Woman Patternsteeny tiny 
woman’s bed

sidewalk

gate

(fig. 3)

(fig. 4)

(fig. 5)

bone
(fig. 6)
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The Big, Big Turnip
Once upon a time there was a farmer (fig. 1) who dug a 

small hole and planted a turnip seed. The farmer watered the 
seed and waited for it to grow. Before long the farmer saw that 
the turnip was ready to be pulled out of the ground. (Add fig. 7. 
See flannel board directions #2 on Hide the Turnip, page 11)

So, the farmer bent over, grabbed the top of the turnip, and 
pulled and pulled and pulled and pulled. As hard as the farmer 
tried, the turnip would not come out. So, the farmer called his 
wife who was busy cooking dinner. 

Fe, fi, fo — fiddly-fum
I pulled and pulled and pulled and pulled.

Out  — the turnip wouldn’t come.

The farmer’s wife (fig. 2) came running. The farmer was 
holding onto the turnip, the wife grabbed a hold of the farmer, 
and the two of them pulled and pulled and pulled and pulled. 
As hard as they tried, the turnip would not come out. So, the 
farmer’s wife called their daughter who was nearby feeding the 
dog.

Fe, fi, fo — fiddly-fum
We pulled and pulled and pulled and pulled.

Out  — the turnip wouldn’t come.

The daughter (fig. 3) came running. The farmer was holding 
onto the turnip, the wife was holding onto the farmer, so the 
daughter  grabbed a hold of the farmer’s wife, and the three of 
them pulled and pulled and pulled and pulled. As hard as they 
tried, the turnip would not come out. So, the daughter called 
their dog who was busy chasing the cat.

Fe, fi, fo — fiddly-fum
We pulled and pulled and pulled and pulled.

Out  — the turnip wouldn’t come.

The Big, Big Turnip
– a traditional tale

This Story:
The story, The Big, Big Turnip 

can be enjoyed anytime, but it 
is especially fun during farm and 
gardening thematic units.

Basic Concepts:
1. Sequencing: This is an 

excellent story for developing 
sequencing skills. The story 
characters can be sequenced 
according to when they came 
to help pull out the turnip. 
The characters can also be 
sequenced according to size 
(from largest to smallest or 
smallest to largest).

2. Vocabulary: Read the 
story in advance to identify 
the vocabulary that may be 
unfamiliar to your students. 
Many young children have 
never heard of, or tasted a 
turnip. Bring in a turnip to show 
the children. Let the children 
smell and taste the turnip. 
Draw a bar graph. Record 
the number of  children who 
liked or disliked the turnip. Also 
graph how many children had 
previously tasted a turnip and 
how many children had never 
tasted one.

3. Drawing conclusions: 
Discuss whether or not the 
mouse really did help pull out 
the turnip. Did the first five 
characters loosen the turnip 
so they could have pulled it 
out without the mouse, or did 
the mouse add just enough 
extra strength that made the 
difference in pulling the turnip 
out of the ground?
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The dog (fig. 4) came running. The farmer was holding the 
turnip, the wife was holding the farmer, the daughter was holding 
the farmer’s wife, so the dog grabbed a hold of the daughter, 
and the four of them pulled and pulled and pulled and pulled. 
As hard as they tried, the turnip would not come out. So, the dog 
called their cat who was busy chasing the mouse.

Fe, fi, fo — fiddly-fum
We pulled and pulled and pulled and pulled.

Out  — the turnip wouldn’t come.

The cat (fig. 5) came running. The farmer was holding the 
turnip, the wife was holding the farmer, the daughter was holding 
the farmer’s wife, the dog was holding the daughter, so the cat  
grabbed a hold of the dog, and the five of them pulled and 
pulled and pulled and pulled. As hard as they tried, the turnip 
would not come out. So, the cat called a mouse who was busy 
eating some cheese.

Fe, fi, fo — fiddly-fum
We pulled and pulled and pulled and pulled.

Out  — the turnip wouldn’t come.

The mouse (fig. 6) came running. The farmer, the farmer’s 
wife, the daughter, dog, and the cat all said, “That mouse is far 
too little to help us.”

The mouse squeaked a big squeak and said, “I could pull 
that turnip out of the ground all by myself, but since all of you 
have been pulling, I will grab the cat and help you.

The mouse grabbed a hold of the cat. The cat grabbed a 
hold of the dog. The dog grabbed a hold of the daughter. The 
daughter grabbed a hold of the farmer’s wife. The farmer’s wife 
grabbed a hold of the farmer, the farmer grabbed a hold of the 
turnip, and the six of them pulled and pulled and pulled and 
pulled.  And . . .

Fe, fi, fo — fiddly-fum
We pulled and pulled and pulled and pulled.

And out  — the turnip did come!

And the little mouse said, “I told you so.”
       THE END

(The Big, Big, Turnip)

Pantomime/Act-it-Out
Story Directions:

1.  Pantomime: Read the 
bold-italized action words 
slowly. This will help the children 
to listen and know when and 
what to pantomime.

Divide the children into 
groups of six and assign each 
child a character: farmer, 
farmer’s wife, daughter, dog, 
cat, or mouse. The children will 
pantomime the actions of their 
character as the teacher reads 
the story.

2.  Chant the Rhyme: Teach 
the children the repeated 
boxed “fe, fi, fo” 3-line rhyme, 
and then write the words on 
chart paper or poster board. The 
children will enjoy chanting the 
rhyme during the story. 

Have the children cup their 
hands around their mouths 
when they recite the rhyme.

Flannel Board/Puppet
Story Directions:

1. Visual Presentation: Follow 
the directions on page 5 to 
turn The Big, Big Turnip patterns 
(pages 12–13) into flannel board 
pieces or stick or string puppets.

2.  Hide the Turnip: Use a 
piece of black or brown felt as 
the ground. Place the turnip 
behind the felt with only the 
green leaves showing. At the 
end of the story the turnip can 
really be pulled out of the 
ground.

3.  Retell: Let the children 
manipulate the flannel board 
pieces or the puppets as you 
read the story. The children will 
also enjoy taking turns retelling 
the story all by themselves.
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The Big, Big Turnip Patterns

farmer

farmer’s wife

mouse

(fi
g.

 1
)

(fig. 2)

(fi
g

. 6
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The Big, Big Turnip Patterns

turnip

daughter

dog

cat

(fig. 7)

(fig. 3)

(fig. 4)

(fig. 5)




